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Relaxation Music for Horses is specifically composed and recorded in accordance to the sensitivity of the

equine hearing range. This music can be used by the horse owner to create a tranquil musical

environment for their animals. 10 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New Age, EASY LISTENING: Background

Music Details: Relaxation Music for Horses Already an internationally acclaimed composer and recording

artist, Janet Marlow's research into hearing senses, interpretive capacities and safe acoustic

environments for animals has led her to develop the successful series of Relaxation Music for Dogs and

Cats as well as developing therapeutic music environments for animal massage and health treatments

entitled The Pet Owners' Massage Guide for Dogs and Cats DVD guide. Now, she has turned her

research to understanding the sense of hearing and interpretation of sound in one of mankind's greatest

friends and (for many years) co-workers, the horse. While visiting stables, riding, working with

veterinarians and speaking with horse owners and breeders, she was inspired to expand her Relaxation

Music CD series and create special music tailored for the physiognomy and environment of horses. As

with all of her compositions in the Relaxation Music series, Janet's heart-felt connection to animals

through her music is brought to life by her acclaimed ten-string guitar playing; as well as composing and

arranging the music for each title with the same attention to detail she brings to her film scoring. Once

again, Janet has turned her compassionate attention to offer the caregivers another way to enhance the

environment of their animals which give them one of the many ways that horses can feel a connection of

safety, strength and love to their caregivers; while living in todays modern and often stressful world.
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